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Answers to Contextual Questions



Answers

1. The repetition highlights the speaker's desire to be remembered 
after her death as she fears being forgotten. Initially, she wants to 
be in her loved one’s memory constantly. Later, she wants to be 
remembered only if it does not cause her loved one pain. 

Candidates might refer to the repetition as reflecting the imperative 
tone to create a forceful and urgent appeal. They might also comment 
on how the repetition emphasises the depth of love the speaker feels 
for her loved one.

[Award 2 marks for any two relevant and distinct points.]



Answers

2. The lines suggest a close, intimate relationship where plans are made 
for a shared future. The lines also allude to the active role the loved 
one plays in the plans; this possibly suggests his significant role in the 
relationship. The speaker's reminder to her loved one that a time will 
come when he will not be able to 'counsel' or 'pray' for her suggests 
that he offers her guidance, support, advice and comfort. 

[Award 2 marks for any two relevant and distinct points.]



Answers

3. Darkness suggests death and the unknown. It conveys her fear of 
death and a sense of foreboding of the desolation/despair that her 
passing might bring. The word, 'corruption' refers to the dreadful 
physical effects of illness which may alter the body; it also refers to the 
decay of the body after death. The speaker is concerned that 
witnessing the harsh physical manifestations of the illness will leave a 
sad memory of what she used to be. This might lead to a distorted 
image of her that would bring pain to her loved one. It is for this reason 
that she would rather he forget her. 

[Award 3 marks only if ‘darkness’ and ‘corruption’ are discussed.]



Answers

4. A reconciliatory, consoling and comforting tone is used. The speaker 
is at peace with her impending death and separation from the physical 
world. The two contrasting ideas, 'forget and smile' and 'remember and 
be sad', help to reinforce the tone of acceptance. The speaker wants 
her lover to be happy and continue to live a fulfilled life and not be 
melancholic when he remembers her. 

[Award 3 marks only if the tone and central idea are fully discussed.]


